
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of bilingual english. Thank you in
advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look
forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for bilingual english

Review production/shipment plans with PSI Managers and communicate
supply commitments to Customer/Sales, including but not limited to
communicating open orders and backorder information to designated
accounts
Manage special order forecasts and availability with PSI manager to improve
CA, OTD %
Forecast the sell out promotion cost using the promotion tool and register
the fund into GERP in every month end
Update the sales program accrual based on actual SCM CPFR (Collaborative
Planning Forecasting Replenishment) sell out quantity
Investigate the reason if there is gap in sales program, claim and SCM actual
sell out data co-working with AR and SCM depts
Monitor and analyze the sell out performance weekly and monthly comparing
with moving plan and give the early heads-up to the management
Generate the regular and ad hoc reports to management for promo accrual,
monthly trend, program balance, adjustment
Ensure the entire data (TOPDOWN nationwide promotion and Ad hoc
account specific promotion) from beginning to end if promotion calendar and
system is aligned
Co-work with Sales Finance Management Team and PM Team to plan sell out
promotion and analyze ROI of the promotion
Develop and maintain analytical tools and database to measure and evaluate
critical financial results
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Must have ability to communicate with various levels of organization and
vendors effectively
Minimum of 7 year of experience in packaging operation and production is
required
Proficiency in Microsoft Office and excellent communication skill is required
Knowledge or experience in warehouse management and transportation is a
plus
Knowledge or experience in procurement is a plus
Must be bilingual in Korean and English


